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Automated Social Text Annotation With Joint
Multilabel Attention Networks
Hang Dong , Wei Wang , Kaizhu Huang , Member, IEEE, and Frans Coenen
Abstract— Automated social text annotation is the task
of suggesting a set of tags for shared documents on social
media platforms. The automated annotation process can
reduce users’ cognitive overhead in tagging and improve tag
management for better search, browsing, and recommendation
of documents. It can be formulated as a multilabel classification
problem. We propose a novel deep learning-based method for
this problem and design an attention-based neural network
with semantic-based regularization, which can mimic users’
reading and annotation behavior to formulate better document
representation, leveraging the semantic relations among labels.
The network separately models the title and the content of
each document and injects an explicit, title-guided attention
mechanism into each sentence. To exploit the correlation
among labels, we propose two semantic-based loss regularizers,
i.e., similarity and subsumption, which enforce the output of
the network to conform to label semantics. The model with the
semantic-based loss regularizers is referred to as the joint multi-
label attention network (JMAN). We conducted a comprehensive
evaluation study and compared JMAN to the state-of-the-art
baseline models, using four large, real-world social media
data sets. In terms of F1, JMAN significantly outperformed
bidirectional gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU) relatively by around
12.8%–78.6% and the hierarchical attention network (HAN) by
around 3.9%–23.8%. The JMAN model demonstrates advantages
in convergence and training speed. Further improvement of
performance was observed against latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) and support vector machine (SVM). When applying the
semantic-based loss regularizers, the performance of HAN and
Bi-GRU in terms of F1 was also boosted. It is also found that
dynamic update of the label semantic matrices (JMANd) has
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the potential to further improve the performance of JMAN but
at the cost of substantial memory and warrants further study.
Index Terms— Attention mechanisms, automated social
annotation, deep learning, multilabel classification, recurrent
neural networks (RNNs).
I. INTRODUCTION
TAGGING is a popular approach to organize variousresources on many social media platforms, which
allows users to share and annotate resources with their
own vocabularies. In academic social bookmarking systems,
such as Bibsonomy (http://bibsonomy.org) and CiteULike
(http://citeulike.org), tags are used to organize academic
publications; on social question & answering (Q&A)
sites, such as Quora (http://quora.com), StackOverFlow
(https://stackoverflow.com), and Zhihu (https://zhihu.com/),
tags are associated with questions for better search and
recommendation; in microblogging services, such as Twitter
(https://twitter.com), tags are in the form of hashtags to
produce alternative access points to tweets. These accumulated
tags are commonly referred to as Folksonomies, which have
been used for organizing online resources [1], browsing
[2], semantic-based search and recommendation [3], and
learning knowledge structures [4]. It is also reported that tags
have higher descriptive and discriminative power compared
with other textual features, such as titles, descriptions, and
comments, for document classification [5]. Fig. 1 shows an
example of a published article and its associated tags on
Bibsonomy.
Many shared online documents are, however, not annotated,
for example, on Zhihu, more than 18% of questions are
not associated with any tags, as reported in [6]. Moreover,
many user-generated tags are noisy and of low quality. These
problems can be alleviated to a great extent by automated
annotation, which learns to assign a set of meaningful tags
for (unannotated) documents. The perceived benefits include
efficient annotation, tag reuse, and easy maintenance of the
quality of folksonomies [7].
Automatic social annotation is highly relevant to “tag
recommendation” in the literature [8], which suggests tags
from the list of candidates for different objects to sup-
port overall resource organization. Previous studies applied
term frequency-based lexical features [9], adaptive hypergraph
learning [6], and probabilistic graphical models [10], [11] to
model the automated tagging process. Recent studies explored
the use of deep learning [12]–[16], which encodes the input
texts as continuous vector representations and approximates
the matching from the input to the label space, where labels are
often assumed to be orthogonal or independent to each other.
2162-237X © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. Example of a document and its associated metadata and tags on
Bibsonomy. The metadata consists of title and the content (i.e., abstract of
this article). Tags are surrounded with a red box.
Our study shows that the existing deep learning-based
methods at least suffer two issues.
1) Modeling of Reading and Annotation Behavior (Encod-
ing): In encoding, mainstream methods simply scan
the texts in the document and do not fully model the
way how users read and annotate it. Recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) typically encode a sequence of text
one word by another into a fixed-length vector while
not considering the internal structure of documents. The
hierarchical attention network (HAN) [17] models the
hierarchical (word-sentence) structure of a document;
however, it does consider how a document is annotated
by a human user with the presence of different meta-
data, e.g., a user may digest the title before reading
the document. Studies have explored the impact and
importance of title on users’ annotation choice [18],
document categorization, and tag recommendation [5].
2) Semantics in the Labels (Label Correlation): In predic-
tion, the most common multihot (as opposed to one-hot)
representation for each label set [19] assumes orthogo-
nality among labels and does not consider their correla-
tion, which represents the semantic relations among tags.
However, it is a key issue in multilabel classification,
especially when the label size is large [20], [21]. Studies
show that co-occurring tags in documents often exhibit
similarity or subsumption relations [22], [23].
We present a novel deep learning framework to seamlessly
integrate users’ reading and annotation behavior in the encod-
ing and prediction for automated annotation, leveraging the
guided attention mechanisms and label correlation encoded
in external knowledge sources. We propose a new attention
mechanism to simulate users’ reading behavior. To annotate a
document, a user attempts to digest the meaning of the title
first and then, based on her or his understanding, proceeds
to the content (e.g., abstract of the document). The key is
the use of a title-guided attention mechanism that allows
the meaning of the title to govern the “reading” of each
sentence to form a final representation of the document. The
idea is different from the attention mechanism used in the
HAN model, which is implemented through an implicit vector.
In our approach, it is realized through a dynamic alignment
of title and sentences, which also enables better explainability
in modeling and visualization.
Current studies mostly consider the symmetric, similarity
relation among labels [24]–[26]. The asymmetric relation,
i.e., subsumption, among labels needs further exploration,
as suggested in [25]. To incorporate both types of label seman-
tics in one deep network, we propose two semantic-based
loss regularizers to constrain the network output to satisfy
the similarity and subsumption relations among labels. The
regularizers allow the model to leverage semantic relations that
can be either matched to existing knowledge bases or inferred
from data sets. We further explore the dynamic update of the
semantic relations when optimizing the loss regularizers.
The main contributions of the work are highlighted as
follows.
1) We propose a joint multilabel attention network (JMAN)
that models users’ reading and annotation behavior
through title-guided attention mechanisms to encode the
document.
2) We propose two semantic-based loss regularizers to
enforce the output of the neural network to con-
form to label similarity and subsumption relations. The
semantic-based loss is independent of the deep network
and also can be applied to other deep learning models
that need to exploit external knowledge.
3) We carry out extensive experiments on four large, social
media data sets. The results produced by our model show
significant improvement over the state-of-the-art and
other baseline models, in terms of Hamming loss, accu-
racy, precision, recall, and F1-score with a substantial
reduction of training time.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review the related work on the task of automated social text
annotation. In Section III, we formally define the problem and
elaborate on the joint multilabel learning method, including
the title-guided attention mechanism and the semantic-based
loss regularizers. In Section IV, the experiment and evaluation
results are presented and discussed, with analysis on model
convergence, multisource components, and attention visualiza-
tion. In Section V, we conclude the article and discuss future
research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the related research on automated
social text annotation. Specifically, as our work is related
to deep learning and multilabel learning, we focus on dis-
cussing the attention mechanisms in deep learning for text
classification and the label correlation issue.
A. Automated Social Text Annotation
Automated annotation can support users’ tagging process,
reduce their cognitive overhead, and help produce more stable,
Authorized licensed use limited to: University of Edinburgh. Downloaded on July 17,2020 at 10:16:34 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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quality folksonomies on social media platforms [6]–[8]. It is
natural to automatically annotate new documents with an exist-
ing collection of cleaned tags originally contributed by users.
The task is closely related to tag recommendation, which aims
at suggesting tags for existing or previously unseen resources
to facilitate users’ tagging [8]. The study in [8] classified
tag recommendation as either object-centered or personalized.
Object-centered recommendation predicts a set of tags that
are descriptive to an object regardless of the target user. This
type of recommendation aims at enhancing the quality of
tagging and, thus, can benefit information retrieval in general.
In contrast, personalized recommendation takes the users’
interests or preferences into consideration. Automated social
text annotation can be considered as an object-centered tag
recommendation task.
Various methods and techniques have been proposed for
tag recommendation, as reviewed in [8], including tag
co-occurrence-, content-, matrix factorization-, clustering-,
graph-, and learning to rank- approaches. On social Q&A
sites, existing research explores the annotation for a ques-
tion by using the descriptive tags of its similar questions
through probabilistic hypergraph construction, adaptive prob-
abilistic hypergraph learning, and heuristic-based tag selec-
tion [6]. In microblogging services, such as Twitter, various
models have been proposed for content-based hashtag rec-
ommendation [9], [11], [13]–[16], that is, to suggest tags
according to textual features. The research in [9] extracted
term frequency-based lexical features and applied probabilistic
graphical models [11] to suggest hashtags.
Recent studies formulated the automated annotation task
as a multilabel classification problem and started using
deep learning-based methods for automated hashtag annota-
tion [13]–[16] and publication annotation [12]. These deep
models usually encoded the input with multiple layers of
nodes and nonlinear activations to a vector representation
and tried to approximate the matching from the input to the
labels. The advantage of multilabel deep learning models lies
in their relatively straightforward problem formulation with
strong approximation power on large data sets, resulting in
better performance over traditional approaches [27]. Some of
the notable deep models adapted for multilabel classification
included variations of RNNs [12], [15], [16] and convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) [13], [14] with attention or memory
mechanisms.
B. Attention Mechanisms for Text Classification
Attention mechanisms have been widely used in many
natural language processing tasks. Originally, the idea was
proposed in machine translation to cope with the bottleneck
issue arising from compressing a long sentence to a single
fixed-length vector. Instead of generating only one vector
representation for each sentence, the attention mechanism
allows generating a distinct vector representation with respect
to each target word to be decoded, selectively focusing on
parts of the input sentence [28], [29].
Technically, attention mechanisms compute a weighted
average of hidden states or the representations of input words,
based on alignments or similarities [28], [29], i.e., computing
the similarity between the current target word representation
and each of the input word representations (hidden states
in the encoder) to determine how much weight (attention)
can be assigned to the input. The work in [28] applied an
additional feedforward layer with softmax activation to model
this alignment. This soft alignment can be visualized, showing
agreement with human intuition [28]. The study in [29] further
investigated other alignment models with different functions
and explored a local attention that focuses on a subset of words
in a sentence, achieving improved results in neural machine
translation. The study [30] utilized three different alignments,
dot product alignment for self-attention, elementwise align-
ment for cross-attention, and concatenation-based alignment
for coattention to model questions and answers for duplicated
question annotation.
The idea that attention mechanisms can learn to select the
important parts from a sentence has been applied to text clas-
sification. The HAN [17] proposed word- and sentence-level
attention mechanisms to capture the hierarchical pattern of a
document and to focus on each word or sentence distinctively
for classification. Unlike the attention mechanism in machine
translation, there is no target representation that can be aligned
to. As such, an “informative” learnable vector was added and
attended to each word or sentence. The idea of aligning each
word or sentence to the learnable vectors, although it has
been used in later studies for sentiment classification [31]
and document annotation [12], does not properly model the
users’ reading and understanding. In fact, the importance of
each word or sentence can be reflected by aligning it to the
main themes of a document. A more explainable approach
would be to transform the title of a document into an explicit
representation of the themes so that words and sentences in
the document can be aligned. Besides, while sentences are
key elements in document understanding for human beings,
recent studies only model social documents with word-level
attention mechanisms, e.g., answers in [30] and conversations
in [32]. In this study, we shed light on an explicitly guided
sentence-level attention mechanism for social text annotation.
Attention mechanisms have also been widely used in com-
puter vision, including image captioning [33] and multimodal
image and text annotation [13]. To model the attention in the
human visual system, the work in [33] proposed both hard
and soft attention mechanisms for image captioning, aligning
each part of an image to the sequence of previous words
to generate the next word, as inspired by the alignment in
machine translation. The work in [13] modeled the mutual and
external alignment between texts and images in a microblog
with a coattention network for hashtag annotation. Our study,
however, focuses on the relations between the title and con-
tent of a document, which naturally simulates users’ reading
behavior during document annotation.
C. Label Correlation in Multilabel Learning
In multilabel classification, each instance (document) is
associated with a set of labels and the labels are usually
correlated with each other [21], [34]. This is different from
multiclass classification in which classes (labels) are assumed
to be disjoint. Social annotation can be seen as a multilabel
Authorized licensed use limited to: University of Edinburgh. Downloaded on July 17,2020 at 10:16:34 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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classification problem, in which a document might be an
abstract or a publication, a question or an image, and the tags
contributed by online users correspond to labels.
In real-world data with a large number of labels, the corre-
lation among labels is common and cannot be ignored. In col-
laborative tagging, different users use tags in various semantic
forms and granularities [23], [35]. For example, in the Bib-
sonomy data, many documents tagged with machine_learning
are also tagged with text_mining, svm, or optimization, which
are either the related terms (text_mining being a related appli-
cation domain), or narrower terms (the specific algorithm svm
and the subdomain optimization). The relations among these
labels represent additional knowledge that can be exploited to
potentially improve the performance of multilabel classifica-
tion [21]. Many of such relations have already been captured
and stored as human knowledge in existing knowledge bases.
Relations among the labels can be extracted by grounding the
labels to terms and concepts in those knowledge bases.
A traditional approach for multilabel classification is to
construct many binary classifiers, one for each label. This
approach, often referred to as binary relevance or one-versus-
rest and, however, completely ignores the correlations among
labels [19], [20]. One main strategy to address this issue
was to regenerate a feature space incorporating information
on label correlation. An example was adapting discriminative
classifiers, such as support vector machine (SVM) [26]. The
classifier chain method extends this idea by incorporating the
binary classification results in a chain as features to predict
the next label [36]. The classifier chain can be random-
ized and embedded into an ensemble learning architecture
[37] or mined using clustering and graph-based methods [38].
Instead of organizing classifiers as a chain, the Hierarchy Of
Multilabel classifiER (HOMER) [39] created a tree of classi-
fiers, based on the hierarchical structure of labels prelearned in
an unsupervised manner. Probabilistic graphical models were
also used to encode the correlation among labels, including
the Gibbs random fields [40] and the Bayesian networks [41].
Existing studies using deep learning for multilabel classifi-
cation have reported superior performance over the traditional
methods [20], [27]; however, they have not adequately solved
the issue of label correlation. Neural network models usually
represent the label space with an orthogonal vector: one label
with one-hot representation, and each label set with a multihot
representation, e.g., [0 1 0 1 1] in a 5-D label space, as in [12],
[13], [15], [16], [19]. This, however, assumes independence
among labels.
One recent approach to leverage label correlation in neural
networks was through weight initialization [24]: initializing
higher weights for some dedicated neurons (each represents
a co-occurring pattern among labels) between the last hidden
layer and the output layer. This idea was extended in [42] to
include subsumption relations among labels. It is, however,
difficult to interpret how the randomly chosen “dedicated”
neurons really work in such settings. Computationally, it is
also extremely expensive (if not infeasible) to place many neu-
rons, equal to the number of co-occurring patterns, in the last
hidden layer for weight initialization. Therefore, a desired deep
learning model should not only incorporate the label relations
(e.g., similarity and subsumption) from external knowledge
bases to improve the classification performance but also ensure
that the computation is practically feasible. The study in [43]
explored tree-like architectures to organize neural networks
as a chain for hierarchical label prediction, i.e., assigning a
chained feedforward neural network for each layer in a label
hierarchy. Similar to the idea of assigning dedicated neurons,
this cannot be easily scaled to a massive number of label
similarity and subsumption relations.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
We first define the problem in a formal way and then
propose a parallel, two-layered attention network, called the
JMAN, to model the users’ reading and annotation process.
A. Problem Statement
The automated annotation task can be formulated as a multi-
label classification problem [19], [20]. Suppose X denoting the
collection of textual sequences or instances (e.g., documents)
and Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} denotes the label space with n
possible labels (i.e., user-generated tags). Each instance in X ,
x ∈ Rd , is a word sequence, in which each word is represented
as a d-dimensional vector. Each x is associated with a label
set Yi ⊆ Y . Each −→Yi is an n-dimensional multihot vector,−→
Yi = [yi1, yi2, . . . , yin], and yi j ∈ {0, 1}, where a value of
1 indicates that the j th label y j has been used to annotate
(is relevant to) the i th instance, and 0 indicates irrelevance
of the label to the instance. The task is to learn a complex
function h : X → Y based on a training set D = {xi,−→Yi |i ∈
[1, m]}, where m is the number of instances in the training set.
B. Overall Design
The JMAN model, as shown in Fig. 2, is an extension to our
previous work [44]. Instead of feeding the whole text sequence
X into the neural network as in HAN [12], [17], JMAN takes
as inputs the title, xt , and the content (in this work, the abstract
of a document is treated as the content), xa , and processes
them separately, where x = {xt , xa}. Each target is a multihot
representation, −→Yi ∈ {0, 1}|Y |.
There are four attention modules, shown as dotted edges
in Fig. 2: two word-level attention modules for the words
in the title and in each sentence in the content, respectively;
two sentence-level attention mechanisms, one guided by the
title representation (“title-guided”) and the other guided by
an “informative” vector (“original”). JMAN’s key distinctions
from the previous models include: 1) the multisource hierar-
chical architecture allows different metadata in a document to
be processed in different ways in parallel (see Section III-C);
2) the title-guided sentence-level attention mechanism aims
to explicitly model the reading behavior of users during
annotation (see Section III-D); and 3) the semantic-based loss
regularizers aim to enhance the learning process by enforcing
the output of the network to conform to the label correlation
as specified in external knowledge bases (see Section III-E).
C. Multisource Hierarchical Architecture
The title of a document is a key feature that can greatly
influence the decision of tagging [18] and the performance of
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Fig. 2. JMAN.
classification [5]. We process the title and the content sepa-
rately, and this multisource hierarchical architecture constitutes
the backbone of the JMAN model.
1) Embedding Layer: Each input title or content (usually
multiple sentences) is an ordered set of words, represented
as xt = (v(1)t , v(2)t , . . . , v(nt )t ) and xa = (v(1)a , v(2)a , . . . , v(na )a ),
where nt or na denotes the number of words in the title or con-
tent, respectively. The embedding layer transforms the input
v into low-dimensional vectors, which are formally defined
as et = Wevt and ea = Weva , where We ∈ Rde×|V | is the
embedding weights that are usually pretrained via neural word
embedding algorithms, e.g., Word2Vec [45] or Glove [46].
The embedding dimensionality de is far less than the
vocabulary size |V |, i.e., de  |V |.
2) Bi-GRU Layer: A problem in the vanilla RNN is the
vanishing gradient, e.g., when reading a lengthy sequence,
the RNN “reader” may forget the previous words before it
completes processing the whole sequence. Long short-term
memory (LSTM) [47] and gated recurrent units (GRUs) [48]
have been proposed to address this problem. GRUs have been
applied to the original HAN model [17] and neural machine
translation [28] due to their efficiency in training. We follow
this setting and use GRUs as the basic recurrent unit.
GRUs introduce two gates, a reset gate r (t) and an update
gate z(t), to control and generate a new hidden state h(t)
from the previous hidden state h(t−1). RNN with GRUs can
be formally defined in (1), where σ refers to a nonlinear
activation function (here, we use the logistic sigmoid function),
and Wer , Wez , Weh˜ ∈ Rdh×de and Whr , Whz , Whh˜ ∈ Rdh×dh are
weights, where dh is the number of hidden units. We use the
model with bias terms br , bz ∈ Rdh as in [17]
r (t) = σ(Wer e(t) + Whr h(t−1) + br )
z(t) = σ(Weze(t) + Whzh(t−1) + bz)
h˜(t) = tanh(Weh˜e(t) + Whh˜(r (t) ◦ h(t−1)))
h(t) = (1 − z(t)) ◦ h(t−1) + z(t) ◦ h˜(t). (1)
The idea of bidirectional-RNN [49] with GRUs, denoted
as bidirectional GRUs (Bi-GRUs), are proposed to capture the
fact that a word in a sequence is not only related to its previous
words but also to its following words. Bi-GRUs consist of
forward GRUs and backward GRUs. The forward GRUs read
the embedding of each word in the input sequentially from left
to right, e.g., from e(1) to e(n), to produce forward hidden states
(−→h(1),…,−→h(n)), whereas the backward GRUs read the sequence
reversely from e(n) to e(1) to calculate backward hidden states
(←−h(n),…,←−h(1)). Both hidden states are concatenated to construct
a new fixed-length vector as the output hidden state, h(i) =
[−→h(i);←−h(i)].
In the proposed network (see Fig. 2), after the reading
in both directions is completed, the title and content are
represented as context vectors ct or ca , respectively. These
vectors are normally set as the last concatenated hidden states
h(n); however, doing so tends to emphasize the words toward
the end of the sequence. Therefore, the attention mechanisms
need to be applied to recalculate the vectors ct or ca .
3) Hierarchical Attention Layers: The idea of hierarchical
attention is closely related to how users read and comprehend
documents. The HAN model assumes that, to understand a
document, users read the document word by word in each
sentence and then sentence-by-sentence. During the reading,
users would pay special attention to the most informative
words or sentences, which might be considered to annotate
that document later. There are three Bi-GRU layers in JMAN,
as shown in Fig. 2, each accompanied by an attention layer(s):
two word-level attention layers, for title and sentences in
the abstract, respectively; two sentence-level attention layers,
one is the original sentence-level attention proposed in [17]
and the other is the title-guided sentence-level attention (see
Section III-D).
To model the different amount of attention paid on each
word or sentence, a weighted average of hidden representa-
tions is applied, as suggested in [17] and [28]. The attention
scores are based on an alignment of each hidden representation
in a sequence to a nonstatic and learnable, “informative”
vector representation, which is supposed to encode “what is
the informative word (or sentence)” in the sequence [17] and
commonly used in document classification tasks [12], [31].
The dot product is naturally used as the alignment measure
to calculate vector similarity. The word-level attention models
the importance of each word in the title or sentence, while
the sentence-level attention mechanism makes a distinction for
each of the sentences. The word-level attention mechanism in
the title (or sentences) is described in the following equation:
v(i) = tanh(Wt h(i) + bt)
α(i) = exp(vwt • v
(i))∑
i∈[1,nt ] exp(vwt • v(i))
ct =
∑
i∈[1,nt ]
α(i)h(i). (2)
In (2), a fully connected layer is added to transform the
hidden state h(i) to a vector representation v(i), followed by
alignment to the attention vector vwt with the dot product
operation (denoted as •). A softmax function is applied to
obtain the attention weights α(i). The context vector ca ,
which is the representation of the sequence, is computed as
the weighted average of all hidden state vectors h(i). In a
similar way, we can compute the word-level attention for each
sentence and the original sentence-level attention.
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D. Guided Attention at Sentence Level
Given a document, we naturally assume that a user would
try to read and understand first the title, which often represents
the main themes of that document and keep her understanding
in the mind. When reading each sentence in the document, she
would try to align the meaning of each sentence to the title.
If a sentence conveys a piece of meaningful information based
on her knowledge, especially the one that aligns well with the
main themes of the document, she would keep it for annotation
either immediately or later; otherwise, that sentence would be
skipped.
The attention mechanisms presented in Section III-C are
not enough to make a clear distinction among sentences.
First, the impact of the title on the document annotation
is not considered, which is, however, particularly important
during the tagging process [5], [18]. Second, in the attention
mechanisms described in (2), the “informative” vector vwt ,
commonly treated as weights to be learned in the model [12],
[31], does not reflect any explicit object in humans’ reading
and understanding.
Selection of the important sentences in the content should
ideally conform to the main themes of the document. Title is
a short, abstractive summarization of the main themes, and a
good starting point to understand the document. We propose
the title-guided sentence-level attention mechanism, as shown
in Fig. 2, which can be modeled using the following equation:
v(r)s = tanh
(
Wsh(r)s + bs
)
α(r)s =
exp
(
ct • v(r)s
)
∑
k∈[1,ns ] exp
(
ct • v(k)s
)
cta =
∑
r∈[1,ns ]
α(r)s h(r)s (3)
where h(r)s is the hidden state of the r th sentence, ct is the
title representation obtained from (2), ns denotes the number
of sentences in the abstract, α(r)s is the sentence-level attention
score, Ws and bs are learnable weights in the network. This
title-guided attention mechanism is distinct from a recent study
in [50], which used the title at the word level to enhance
the annotation for keyphrase generation. The “title-guided
encoding” in [50] calculates a different title representation
for each word in the document. However, it did not model
the human reading behavior compared with the proposed
title-guided attention mechanism.
Guiding the sentences solely with the title may cause
the final document representation to be overly dependent
on the title. The actual content of a document usually
contains (far) more information not described in the title,
which can help suggest more tags during annotation [5]. For
example, some sentences may highlight an innovative and
important evaluation study, which is not present in the title.
To avoid such an overemphasis on the effect of the title
and form a more comprehensive document representation,
the original sentence-level attention is also considered. The
final representation of a documents is the concatenation of
the title representation ct , the title-guided sentence repre-
sentation cta , and the original sentence representation ca,
i.e., ci = [ct , cta, ca], as shown in Fig. 2. The idea of guided
attention can be naturally generalized to other sources of
metadata that can affect the annotation process, such as the
users’ preferences, bookmarks, or reading history. We will
show the effectiveness of this design by comparing it against
a number of state-of-the-art and baseline models.
E. Semantic-Based Loss Regularizers
Studies show that tags have hidden semantic structures
(e.g., similarity and subsumption) and users collectively anno-
tate documents with semantically related tags of various forms
and granularities [7], [22], [23], [35]. If we treat each tag as a
label, then we have to take the label correlation into account
for multilabel classification. Leveraging the label correlation is
particularly challenging as the number of relation pairs might
be enormously large when there are many labels [20]. In this
case, it is infeasible or computationally inefficient to apply the
weight initialization approach [24], [42] that assigns a neuron
in the penultimate layer of the neural network to “memorize”
just one of the numerous label relations.
We take a different strategy by using the semantic-based
loss regularization, in which two loss regularizers are pro-
posed to deal with the similarity and subsumption relations,
respectively, jointly optimized with the binary cross-entropy
loss. The idea is to enforce the output of the neural net-
work to satisfy the semantic constraints from the label rela-
tions. Such relations can be either inferred from the data
set itself or extracted through grounding the labels to con-
cepts or terms in external knowledge bases. The whole joint
loss is defined in the following equation:
L = LCE + λ1 Lsim + λ2 Lsub (4)
where LCE is the binary cross entropy loss [19], which
obtained superior results with faster convergence over the
pairwise ranking loss proposed in [27] for multilabel text
classification with a feedforward neural network. In (5), yi j ∈
{0, 1} indicates the true value whether a label y j ∈ Y has been
used to annotate the document i , and si j is the actual value
after the sigmoid layer
LCE = −
∑
i
∑
j
(yi j log(si j) + (1 − yi j) log(1 − si j)). (5)
While the binary cross-entropy loss defines the matching
between the output values and the true label set, the proposed
Lsim and Lsub shown in (6) define how the output values
conform to the label relations as defined in external knowledge
bases or learned from a data set
Lsim = 12
∑
i
∑
j,k|y j ,yk∈Yi
Sim jk|si j − sik |2
Lsub = 12
∑
i
∑
j,k|y j ,yk∈Yi
Sub jk R(si j)(1 − R(sik)) (6)
where Yi is the set of labels for the i th document; j and
k are the indices of a co-occurring pair of labels y j and yk
in the label set Yi , corresponding to the indices of nodes si j
and sik in the output layer si in Fig. 2. R() represents the
rounding function for binary prediction R(si j) = 0 if si j < 0.5,
otherwise R(si j ) = 1.
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The label similarity matrix Sim ∈ (0, 1)|Y |∗|Y | stores pair-
wise label similarity; the larger the value of Sim jk , the more
similar the labels y j and yk are to each other. Each element
Sub jk in the label subsumption matrix, Sub ∈ {0, 1}|Y |∗|Y |,
indicates whether the label y j is a child label of yk . Both the
Sim and Sub matrices can be precomputed from the training
data or obtained from external knowledge bases before the
training. In the implementation, Sim (if a threshold is used
for all entries) and Sub can be treated as sparse matrices to
reduce computational complexity.
The idea for Lsim is that, in collective tagging, besides the
same labels, users tend to annotate documents with different
labels that have very similar meanings. In multilabel learning,
labels with high semantic similarity tend to be predicted
together with similar values. Lsim is a multiplication between
two terms: Sim jk and |si j −sik |2. To minimize Lsim, intuitively,
for very similar co-occurring labels y j and yk , i.e., with high
Sim jk close to 1, their corresponding nodes in the output layer
should have minimal difference so that |si j − sik |2 is low; for
labels having low similarity with Sim jk close to 0, there is
almost no strict requirement on their corresponding output,
as the squared difference |s j −sk |2 will be scaled down by low
similarity value. Lsim has a distinct form to the label manifold
regularizer proposed in [25]. The latter considers minimizing
the differences of vector representations for low-rank approx-
imation, while Lsim minimizes node differences in the output
layer in a neural network.
The idea for Lsub is that, in collective tagging, besides the
same labels, users often annotate documents using different
labels with different levels of specificity based on their knowl-
edge and understanding. An analogy for this is “A birder sees
a ‘robin’ when a normal person only sees a ‘bird”’ [35],
[51]. For example, a researcher from the machine learning
area would annotate an article using “LSTM,” but researchers
from other areas may annotate the same article using more
general labels, such as “Neural Networks” or “Deep Learn-
ing.” Distinct from similarity relations, the subsumption rela-
tions between labels are asymmetric. For two tags having a
subsumption relation, if the child tag is associated with the
document, there is a higher likelihood that the parent tag is
related to the same document than others. In Lsub, if two labels
having a subsumption relation < y j → yk > are both present
in the label set Yi , the case that the parent label yk is predicted
as false (i.e., R(sik) = 0) when its child label y j is predicted
as true (i.e., R(si j ) = 1), will be penalized. Such a case will
result in a positive penalty, while the penalty will be 0 in all
other cases.
As the predefined label relations may not be compatible
with the semantics of the labels in the data set, it would be
interesting to allow label correlation (represented by Sim and
Sub) to be updated dynamically with training data. In doing
this, both Sim and Sub become continuous representations
and can have negative entries, which has an impact on the
two regularizers Lsim and Lsub. Taking Lsim as the example,
the more negative the value of Sim jk , the less similar the labels
y j and yk . Then, the case of |si j − sik |2 being large (e.g., label
y j predicted as true and label yk predicted as false) will be
favored. Dynamic update of Sim and Sub with a large number
of labels, however, requires substantial memory. We first focus
on the fixed Sim and Sub and compare the results between
dynamic and fixed Sim and Sub in the experiments.
We finally optimize the joint loss function in (4) with the
L2 regularization using the Adam optimiser [52].
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We carried out experiments on four large, social media
data sets for academic research (Bibsonomy and CiteULike,
three data sets) and question&answering (Zhihu, one data
set). The evaluation showed significant performance gain of
JMAN over the state-of-the-art models in terms of a number of
metrics, with a substantial improvement of convergence speed.
We also discussed the impact of the regularization parameters
and analyzed the attention through visualization. The code,
implementation details, and prediction results are available at
https://github.com/acadTags/Automated-Social-Annotation.
A. Data Sets
On Bibsonomy and CiteUlike, users can share and annotate
publications. Metadata of the documents, such as title and
abstract, are also available. The Bibsonomy data set [53] ver-
sion “2015-07-01”1 was used, which contains 3 794 882 anno-
tations, 868 015 resources, and 283 858 distinct tags from
11 103 users, accumulated from 2003 to 2015. We used the
cleaned data set from our previous work [54] and selected only
the documents containing both the title and the abstract. For
better qualitative analysis, we further selected the documents
having at least one tag matched to the concepts in the ACM
Computing Classification System.2 For CiteUlike, we used the
benchmark data sets CiteULike-a and CiteULike-t released in
[10]. We applied the same preprocessing steps as in [54] and
removed the tags occurring less than ten times.
Zhihu is a leading Chinese social Q&A site in all domains.
Each question has a title and a detailed description. We used
the official benchmark open data from the Zhihu Machine
Learning Challenge 2017,3 containing more than three million
questions and 1999 labels. The data set was preprocessed
before its release: all the Chinese words were segmented and
replaced with an unknown codebook due to privacy issues.
We randomly sampled around 100 000 questions having both
the title and content.
To extract the subsumption relations for all tags in each of
the data sets (except Zhihu), we grounded the tags to concepts
in the external knowledge base, the Microsoft Concept Graph
(MCG).4 MCG has around 1.8M concepts and instances and
8.5M subsumption relations. Zhihu released its crowdsourced
tag hierarchies that can be directly used to find subsumption
relations.
Statistics of the cleaned data sets are shown in Table I,
including the number of documents |X |, number of labels |Y |,
vocabulary size in documents |V |, average number of labels
per document Ave, and the number of label subsumption pairs
1https://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/bibsonomy/dumps
2https://www.acm.org/publications/class-2012
3https://biendata.com/competition/zhihu/
4https://concept.research.microsoft.com/Home
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TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE FOUR DATA SETS
for each data set Sub. The average number of labels per doc-
ument in Zhihu is much less than the ones in Bibsonomy and
CiteULike, but the former has a larger number of documents
and vocabulary size. The number of labels in all data sets
is large, from around 2k–5.2k. The number of subsumption
relations grounded to MCG is also large, all above 100k except
Zhihu. There are more than 2.5k subsumption relations in
Zhihu.
B. Experiment Settings
To calculate the similarity matrix Sim in (6) , we used
the cosine similarity of the pretrained skip-gram embeddings
[45] on all labels in each data set. To construct the label
subsumption matrix Sub, we used the subsumption pairs from
MCG and Zhihu. The values of λ1 and λ2 in L were tuned
using tenfold cross-validation.5 We implemented the proposed
JMAN model and its variants on Tensorflow [55]. Seven
models were implemented for comparison:
1) SVM-Ovr: A one-versus-rest multilabel SVM with word
embedding features, implemented using the scikit-learn
Python package.6 We used the RBF kernel and tuned
the C and γ to achieve the best F1. This baseline was
also used in [15].
2) LDA: The probabilistic topic modeling approach, latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [56], was applied to rep-
resent each document as a probability distribution
over hidden topics, implemented with the wrapper in
the Python Gensim package [57] for the JAVA-based
MALLET toolkit [58]. The algorithm was adapted to
multilabel classification by assigning each new docu-
ment the tags of its k most similar documents based
on the document-topic distributions p(topic|document).
We trained the LDA model for 1000 iterations and tuned
the number of topics T as 200 and k as 1 for all data
sets based on the validation sets. The baseline was also
used in [59].
3) Bi-GRU: The bidirectional-RNN [49] with GRUs for
multilabel classification. The algorithm treated the title
and content together as the input sequence. The doc-
ument representation ci is set as the last concatenated
hidden state.
4) HAN: The HAN in [17], which was used in [12] for tag
recommendation. We combined the title and abstract and
fed into the HAN model, as implemented in [12]. This
is the state-of-the-art deep learning model for document
classification.
5We tuned λ1 and λ2 using a two-step parameter tuning process: first, finding
the best λ1 ∈ {1E−1, 1E−2, . . . , 1E−6} by setting λ2 as 0, and second,
finding the best λ2 ∈ {1E+1, 1E+0, . . . , 1E−4} while fixing the tuned λ1.
6https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.multiclass.OneVsR
estzClassifier.html
5) JMAN-s: The proposed model without semantic-based
loss regularizers.
6) JMAN-s-tg: The proposed model without
semantic-based loss regularizers and the title-guided
sentence-level attention, i.e., ci = [ct , ca].
7) JMAN-s-Att: The proposed model without
semantic-based loss regularizers and the original
sentence-level attention, i.e., ci = [ct , cta].
8) JMANd: The proposed model with dynamic update of
Sim and Sub during training.
The implementation of neural network models is based on
brightmart’s TextRNN and HAN under the MIT license.7 We
trained all the models using tenfold cross-validation and then
tested on a separate, fixed 10% randomly held-out data set.
The number of hidden units, learning rate, and dropout rate
[60] were set as 100, 0.01, and 0.5, respectively, for all models.
The batch size for the Bibsonomy and CiteULike-a/t data set
was set to 128, and the batch size for the Zhihu data set was set
to 1024. The sequence lengths of the title (also the length of
each sentence) and the content were padded to 30 and 300 for
Bibsonomy, CiteULike-a, and CiteULike-t and 25 and 100 for
Zhihu. We parsed the sentences of Bibsonomy and CiteULike
based on punctuations and padded the sentences to a fixed
length. For Zhihu, as the data had been masked, we simply
set a fixed length to split the content into “sentences.” Input
embeddings for the title and the sentences were initialized
as a 100-D pretrained skip-gram embedding [45] from the
documents. We decayed the learning rate by half when the loss
on the validation set increased and set an early stopping point
when the learning rate was below a threshold (2e-5 for Bibson-
omy and Zhihu; 1e-3 for CiteULike-a/t). Experiments on the
neural network models were run on a GPU server, NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti (11-GB GPU RAM), except for the
dynamic update of Sim and Sub on Intel Xeon Processor
E5-2630 v3 or v4 with 30-GB RAM; experiments on SVM-ovr
and LDA were run on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-1620 v2 with
16-GB RAM.
We also reimplemented three representative algorithms for
comparison, which transforms either the feature space or label
space of a base classifier for multilabel classification:
1) classification chain (CC) [36], [37]; 2) HOMER [39]; and
3) principal label space transformation (PLST) [61], adapting
the Python scikit-multilearn [62] wrapper of MEKA [63]
(based on WEKA [64] and MULAN [65]). The base classifier
was SVM with an RBF kernel for the methods. Due to
large numbers of documents and labels, the program took
much longer than the SVM-ovr implementation and required
substantial memory. With the default parameters in MEKA,
the results of the three methods were not better than the ones
of the SVM-ovr classifier. Thus, we do not report their results
here but provide an open implementation for reproducibility.
C. Evaluation Metrics
Five widely used example-based metrics were applied
for evaluation, including hamming loss, accuracy, precision,
recall, and F-measure, to assess the performance of the
7https://github.com/brightmart/text_classification
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TABLE II
COMPARISON RESULTS OF JMAN AND OTHERS ON THE FOUR SOCIAL ANNOTATION DATA SETS IN TERMS OF HAMMING LOSS (H),
ACCURACY (A), PRECISION (P), RECALL (R), AND F1-SCORE (F1)
algorithms [20], [26], [66], [67]. For the metrics given in the
following, Dt denotes the instances in the testing data and |Dt |
the number of the instances; f (xi) and yi denote the predicted
and actual label sets for the i th instance, respectively.
1) Hamming loss (H) measures the number of misclassified
labels, H ( f ) = (1)/(|Dt |)∑i∈Dt (1)/(Q)| f (xi)yi |,
where  is the symmetric difference between two
sets and Q is a normalization constant. We set Q
as the average number of labels per document, Ave,
in the data (see Table I). The lower the value, the
better the performance.
2) Accuracy (A), defined as the fraction of the correctly
predicted labels to the total number of labels presented
(union of predicted and actual ones), computed as
A( f ) = (1)/(|Dt |)∑i∈Dt (| f (xi) ∩ yi |)/(| f (xi) ∪ yi |).
3) Precision (P), defined as the fraction of the correctly
predicted labels to all the predicted labels, P( f ) =
(1)/(|Dt |)∑i∈Dt (| f (xi) ∩ yi |)/(| f (xi)|).
4) Recall (R), defined as the fraction of the correctly
predicted labels to all the actual labels, R( f ) =
(1)/(|Dt |)∑i∈Dt (| f (xi) ∩ yi |)/(|yi |).
5) F-measure (F1), defined as the harmonic mean between
precision and recall, F1( f ) = (2P( f )R( f ))/(P( f ) +
R( f )).
D. Evaluation and Comparison
We presented the evaluation results using the metrics and
compared the performance of JMAN to the state-of-the-art and
popular classification models. In particular, we highlighted the
performance of using the semantic-based loss regularizers.
1) Main Results: Table II shows the evaluation and com-
parison results using JMAN and others based on the four
data sets.8 The proposed model JMAN and JMANd performed
8We were not able to obtain the results of SVM-ovr on the Zhihu data set
as the training time for each fold in tenfold cross-validation was more than
one day, which prevented efficient parameter tuning. JMANd also requires
substantial memory, and we failed to obtain results with the specified settings
on the Bibsonomy and the Zhihu data sets.
the best in terms of accuracy and F1-score and among the
top or comparably well in terms of precision, recall, and
Hamming Loss, on all data sets. Most results of JMANd
were better than JMAN on the CiteULike-a/t data sets, which
indicated the usefulness of the dynamic update of the label
semantic matrices: Sim and Sub. The results of JMAN were
significantly better (denoted in italics) than HAN and Bi-GRU
in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score, with few
exceptions for HAN on the Zhihu data set.
In terms of F1, JMAN provided an absolute increase up to
11.0% (by 78.6%) and 4.8% (by 23.7%) over Bi-GRU and
HAN for the CiteULike-a data set and 5.9% (by 31.2%) and
4.5% (by 22.2%) over Bi-GRU and HAN for the CiteULike-t
data set. A similar performance gain was achieved using
the Bibsonomy data set, with an absolute increase of 7.9%
(by 25.8%) over Bi-GRU and 4.1% over HAN (by 11.9%), and
a relatively smaller increase using the Zhihu data sets of 2.4%
(by 13.4%) over Bi-GRU and 0.8% over (by 3.4%) HAN. This
overall improvement showed that the separate modeling of the
metadata and the title-guided attention on the sentences clearly
boosted the performance on automated annotation. The results
of HAN were better than Bi-GRU in most settings, which
showed the effectiveness of modeling the hierarchical pattern
of a document with attention mechanisms and validated the
results in [17].
Effectiveness of the semantic-based loss regularizers was
observed by comparing the results produced by JMAN and
JMAN-s (without semantic-based loss regularizers). The reg-
ularizers helped improve the recall and F1 although with a
relatively low margin. In terms of accuracy, precision, and
F1 in most evaluation settings, the results of JMAN were
significantly better than JMAN-s-tg and JMAN-s-att, where
either the title-guided or the original sentence-level attention
was removed.
Only little improvement was observed with the Zhihu
data set, largely due to its distinct characteristics: com-
pared with other data sets, Zhihu has much shorter texts
(around 1/3 of the texts in other data sets), larger vocabularies
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TABLE III
COMPARISON RESULTS OF USING THE SEMANTIC-BASED LOSS REGULARIZERS ON DIFFERENT MODELS IN TERMS OF HAMMING
LOSS (H), ACCURACY (A), PRECISION (P), RECALL (R), AND F1-SCORE (F1)
(about threefold to fourfold), a fewer number of labels (around
40%–60%), and fewer average number of labels per document
(around 20%–30%), as shown in Table I. We also noticed
that the result of the hamming loss was not always consistent
with the other four metrics. The Hamming loss measures the
symmetric difference between two sets, which treats every
label equally; while the example-based metrics, accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1-score, are scaled by the length of
the actual label set and/or the predicted label set. From
the results, we observed that the relative difference of the
hamming loss among HAN and JMAN, and its downgraded
variants, JMAN-s, JMAN-s-tg, and JMAN-s-att, were all mar-
ginal. Compared with SVM and LDA, JMAN and its variants
performed significantly better in terms of all metrics on all
data sets, except a few cases where the LDA produced higher
recall but much lower precision and F1.
2) Results on Semantic-Based Loss Regularizers: To test
the effectiveness of the semantic-based loss regularizers Lsim
and Lsub, we applied them (either separately or collectively)
on Bi-GRU, HAN, and JMAN-s and reported the results with
tenfold cross-validation on the testing data.
From Table III, it can be seen that models with the
semantic-based loss regularizers (either one or both) consis-
tently performed better than the original models; 0.9%–1.6%
absolute gain of F1 was observed for Bi-GRU and 0.6%–1.6%
for HAN. For the JMAN-s model, the improvement with the
semantic-based loss regularizers is less obvious; there was only
0.1%–0.5% absolute increase of F1. It is hard to draw a clear
conclusion in which the Lsim and Lsub were more effective in
further improving the model performance. This may depend
on which of the semantic relations, similarity or subsumption
were more prominent in the label sets. The results showed that
Lsim and Lsub complement to each other and achieved the best
results in around half of the experimental settings. For other
cases, using either Lsim or Lsub performed better than using
them together.
The results produced by adding the semantic-based loss
regularizers indeed coincided with our initial perception and
expectation that model performance could be further improved
by exploiting the label correlations with help of external
knowledge bases. However, most of the differences in the
evaluation settings were not statistically significant. The eval-
uation result was generally in line with the one produced in
the existing research that also leveraged label correlation in
multilabel classification. The work using a weight initialization
approach in [42] reported a performance gain of less than 1%
in F1 in most experimental settings. The proposed approach
is more feasible than the weight initialization approach [42]
for data with large label sizes, typically in the context of
automated annotation, as explained in Section II-C.
The marginal improvement from experiments was probably
due to the fact that the shared weights in the layers prior to the
output layer in the neural networks might already indirectly
model some of the correlations among the output nodes.
This might also explain why JMAN-s is less boosted by the
regularizers than Bi-GRU and HAN. We also noticed that
the work in [19] reported somehow different results, i.e., that
the binary cross-entropy loss LCE achieved better performance
than the pairwise ranking loss [27], which also considers
label correlation. We believe that exploiting label correlation
from external knowledge bases for a wide array of multilabel
classification problems is necessary and useful, but, obviously,
this is a challenging problem and needs further studies.
E. Training Time and Model Convergence
In Table IV, we reported the mean and standard deviation
of training time spent per fold for each model in tenfold
cross-validation. With the efficient and highly scalable imple-
mentation of the Gibbs sampling in MALLET [58], the LDA
model took the least time for training. Among the other
models, JMAN-s was the most efficient in training despite its
relatively more complex architecture, by around 21.2%–54.7%
faster than Bi-GRU and around 13.3%–23.2% faster than
HAN on all data sets. The training time increased when the
semantic-based loss regularizers were used. The increased
time was related to the document size |X |, label size |Y |,
and the average length of the label sets Ave of the data set.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF TRAINING TIME FOR ALL MODELS IN SECONDS
Fig. 3. Convergence plot: training loss with respect to the number of training epochs for the Bi-GRU, HAN, JMAN-s and JMAN models. (a) Bibsonomy.
(b) CiteUlike-a. (c) CiteUlike-t. (d) Zhihu.
TABLE V
COMPARISON RESULTS OF USING DIFFERENT SOURCE INFORMATION (TITLE, CONTENT, AND TITLE-GUIDED CONTENT REPRESENTATIONS) IN THE
JMAN MODEL ON THE FOUR SOCIAL ANNOTATION DATA SETS IN TERMS OF HAMMING LOSS (H), ACCURACY (A), PRECISION (P), RECALL (R),
AND F1-SCORE (F1)
The SVM-ovr model was the least efficient as it trained one
SVM RBF classifier for every single label, and the number of
unique labels in the data sets was large.
The difference in training time among the neural
network-based models, Bi-GRU, HAN, JMAN-s, and JMAN,
can also be explained by the convergence plots in Fig. 3. The
total number of epochs for each model was determined by
early stopping based on the validation set. On all four data
sets, JMAN and JMAN-s converged much faster than Bi-GRU
and HAN, with fewer training epochs and steeper convergence
plots. This showed that JMAN and JMAN-s can learn a better
representation of the input documents with fewer epochs than
HAN and Bi-GRU.
F. Analysis of Multisource Components
The architecture described in Section III-C combines the
title representation ct , content ca , and title-guided content cta .
It is worth analyzing how the different source of the represen-
tations contributes to the performance of annotation. Table V
presents the results with ct , ca, cta , and different combinations
of them on the four data sets, without the use of semantic reg-
ularizers. The JMAN-s model concatenates all three represen-
tations, while JMAN-s-tg and JMAN-s-att are combinations
of title representation and one of the content representations.
It is clear that the JMAN-s model, with the representation of
[ct , ca , cta], performed the best among all models. A similar
level of performance was observed in using JMAN-s-tg and
JMAN-s-att, where either the title-guided content representa-
tion (“-tg”) or the original content representation (“-att”) was
excluded. When only one type of representation was used,
the title-guided content representation performed the best.
While a single user may tend to provide annotations based on
the title or the abstract only and browse the content selectively,
their collective annotations tend to reflect the whole document.
The results confirmed the advantage of using multisource
information for document representation.
G. Attention Visualization
We can further understand how the hierarchical attention
mechanisms work, especially the guided attention mechanism,
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Fig. 4. Attention visualization of the proposed JMAN model for documents in Bibsonomy, CiteULike-a, and CiteULike-t. Red blocks in the leftmost two
columns show the original (“ori”) and the title-guided (“tg”) sentence-level attention weights, respectively. Purple blocks mark the word-level attention weights
for the title (the first row) and each sentence (every two rows) in the abstract. The darker the color, the greater the amount of attention was paid to the
word or sentence in JMAN. The predicted labels and the “ground truth” labels are displayed below each diagram. (a) Bibsonomy Example. (b) CiteULike-a
Example. (c) CiteULike-t Example.
by visualizing the attention weights in Fig. 4. Four attention
weights in JMAN were illustrated for sample documents
from Bibsonomy, CiteULike-a, and CiteULike-t: 1) word-level
attention for the title; 2) word-level attention for each sentence
in the abstract; 3) original sentence-level attention for the
abstract; and 4) title-guided attention for the abstract. Doc-
uments and labels in the Zhihu data set were not interpretable
as all words had been officially masked with an unknown
codebook.
In Fig. 4, the purple blocks denote the attention weights
of each word in the title (the first row) or a sentence (below
the first row every two rows represent a sentence). The red
blocks in the leftmost columns denote the sentence-level
attention weights, where the left one (“ori”) displays the orig-
inal sentence-level attention weights and the right one (“tg”)
displays the title-guided sentence-level attention weights. The
darker the color, the greater the amount of attention was paid to
a word or sentence. The predicted labels by the JMAN model
and the ground truth labels are shown below each diagram.
It can be seen that the word-level attention indeed
highlighted many of the most informative words (from either
the title or sentences). These informative words were either the
same as or highly related to the true labels or the topics of the
document, for example, “information,” “user,” “personalized,”
and “visualization” in the Bibsonomy example; “implicit,”
“feedback,” “ir,” “models,” and “searcher” in the CiteULike-a
example; and “machine,” “virtualizing,” “platform,” “virtual,”
and “operating” in the CiteULike-t example. Words that con-
veyed no meanings regarding the topics of the document, such
as the stop words and many uninformative ones, were assigned
nearly zero weight (e.g., white color in the blocks).
The title-guided sentence-level attention (“tg”) assigned
different weights and provided a distinct “view” from the
original sentence-level attention (“ori”). In the Bibsonomy
example, the “ori” weights highlighted mostly the second
sentence (a general statement that identifies the gap in the
literature), while the “tg” weights highlighted more the fourth
(a statement of a tool that allows integrating personal knowl-
edge into the exploration of a document collection) and fifth
sentences (continuation of the previous statement on the tool’s
usability). These two sentences are well aligned to the title
and intuitive for users to determine the main themes of the
document for annotation.
This difference was also present in the other two examples.
As discussed in Section III-D, concatenating the output
from both attention mechanisms would help gain a more
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comprehensive understanding of the documents and provide
more accurate annotation (as indicated by the comparison
results with JMAN-s-tg, JMAN-s-att, and JMAN-s in Table II).
This is because the abstract of a document may contain more
useful and important information that is not present in the title.
For example, in the CiteULike-a example, the “tg” weights
highlighted only the second and third sentences that aligned
well to the title, while the “ori” weights also emphasized the
fourth and fifth sentences that talked about the “simulation,”
“evaluation” and two specific models. Although they were not
well aligned to the title, they represented important informa-
tion for document understanding. There was also a certain
degree of agreement between the two attention weights, for
instance, in the CiteULike-a example, both attention weights
were low for the first sentence (a general introduction) and
high for the second (more detail about the topic) and the
third sentences (more on the authors’ work). The degree of
agreement was even higher in the CiteULike-t example.
From the predicted results, we can see that the JMAN model
suggested meaningful labels (more prediction results are
available at https://github.com/acadTags/Automated-Social-
Annotation). The predicted labels had substantial overlap with
the “ground truth” labels but still have the potential for
improvement, especially in terms of recall. We also noticed
that the true labels also contained some that were useless or not
related to the topics of the document, for example, “book”
and “text_book” in the CiteULike-t example. It was very
interesting to see that the predicted labels not included in the
“ground truth” were indeed highly relevant to the themes of
the documents, which should have been used for annotation,
e.g., “information_retrieval,” “retrieval,” “modeling,” and “rel-
evance” in the CiteULike-a example and “virtual_machine”
in the CiteULike-t example. Besides automated annotation,
the proposed approach also has the potential to enhance the
quality of existing annotations.
V. CONCLUSION
This work focused on two main issues in using a deep
learning-based method for automated social annotation as a
multilabel classification problem: 1) how to design a deep
network according to users’ reading and annotation behavior
to achieve better classification performance and 2) how to
leverage label correlation to further improve the performance
of the classification. The proposed model, i.e., JMAN,
introduces a title-guided attention mechanism that can extract
informative sentences from a document to aid annotation.
The design is in line with the previous studies on a statistical
analysis of users’ annotation behavior and the impact of the
titles of documents [5], [18]. To tackle the challenging issue
of label correlation in the high-dimensional label space [20],
[21], we proposed two semantic-based loss regularizers that
can enforce the output of the neural network to conform
to the semantic relations among labels, i.e., similarity and
subsumption. Extensive experiments on four large, real-world
social media data sets demonstrated the superior performance
of JMAN, in terms of accuracy and F1-score, over the
state-of-the-art baseline models and their variants.
Furthermore, there was a substantial reduction of training
time for the JMAN without using the semantic-based
loss regularizers. Analysis of the multisource components
showed the advantage of using the title-guided content
representation and the proposed multiple sources in the
document representation.
While it is a consensus that making use of the label corre-
lation from quality external knowledge bases for multilabel
classification is necessary and useful, we did find that the
performance gain tended to be marginal. In addition, the para-
meter tuning for the semantic-based loss regularizers was a
time-consuming process even though, without them, the pro-
posed JMAN still greatly outperformed the state-of-the-art
deep learning-based models. As a potential remedy, we showed
that through a dynamic update of Sim and Sub, the results
were improved in two of the data sets but with the cost of
increased computation. A more efficient method for dynamic
update of Sim and Sub in the loss regularizers merits further
study. It is also worth exploring other types of guided attention
mechanisms, for example, in microblog annotation, a message
may be guided by the profile or historical microblogs from
the same user and comments of the microblog, or even
guided by external information of different modalities, such as
sensor data in annotating events. The proposed model could
also shed light on the open problem of extreme multilabel
text classification problem [68], where there are hundreds of
thousands or even millions of possible labels. Another impor-
tant direction is to extend the current approach to deal with
emerging new labels, as discussed in [69]. Although we mainly
focused on RNN-based classification models in this work,
which has been commonly used for text processing, it is also
interesting to integrate the semantic-based loss regularizers and
ensemble our model with other neural networks for social text
annotation, including sequence-to-sequence networks [32],
[70], CNNs [71], attention-based network transformer [72] and
transfer-learning-based approaches, and bidirectional encoder
representations from transformers (BERT) [73].
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